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A Turbo-Coded Burst-by-Burst Adaptive Wide-Band
Speech Transceiver
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Abstract—Turbo-coded burst-by-burst adaptive orthogonal
frequency division multiplex (AOFDM) wide-band speech
transceivers are proposed. A constant throughput adaptive
OFDM transceiver was designed and benchmarked against a
time-variant rate scheme. The proposed joint adaptation of
source-codec, channel-codec, and modulation regime results in at-
tractive, robust, high-quality audio systems, capable of conveying
near-unimpaired wide-band audio signals over fading dispersive
channels for signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) in excess of about 5 dB.

Index Terms—Adaptive OFDM, audio compression, transmis-
sion, wide-band speech compression.

I. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

BURST-BY-BURST adaptive quadrature amplitude mod-
ulation (AQAM) transceivers [1] have recently generated

substantial research interests in the wireless communications
community [2]–[4]. The transceiver reconfigures itself on a
burst-by-burst basis, depending on the instantaneous perceived
wireless channel quality. More explicitly, the associated
channel quality to be experienced by the next transmission
burst is estimated on the basis of the current received burst and
the specific modulation mode, which is expected to achieve
the required performance target is then selected for the trans-
mission of the next burst. In other words, modulation schemes
of different robustness and of different data throughput are
invoked [5], [6]. In the event of an anticipated error burst due
to a low expected instantaneous channel quality, the transmitter
can also be temporarily disabled, while the data are delayed
and buffered, until the channel quality improves, provided that
the associated delay is not excessive for the service supported.
Due to this feature, the distribution of channel errors becomes
typically less bursty, than in conjunction with nonadaptive
modems. This is an attractive feature in conjunction with
channel coding, resulting in potentially increased coding gains
[5]. Furthermore, the soft-decision channel codec metrics
can also be invoked in estimating the instantaneous channel
quality [5]. Recently, block turbo-coded AQAM transceivers
have also been proposed for dispersive wide-band channels in
conjunction with conventional decision feedback equalizers
(DFE) [5], where the mean squared error (MSE) at the DFE’s
output was used as the channel quality metric, controlling the
choice of modem modes. An alternative neural-network radial
basis function (RBF) DFE-based AQAM modem design was
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proposed in [6], where the RBF DFE provided the channel
quality estimates for the modem mode switching regime.

Further recent work on combining various conventional
channel coding schemes with adaptive modulation has been
reported by Matsuokaet al. [7], Lauet al.[8], and Goldsmithet
al. [9]. For data transmission systems, which do not necessarily
require a low transmission delay, variable-throughput adaptive
schemes can be devised, which operate efficiently in conjunction
with powerful error correction codecs, such as long block length
turbo codes [42]. By contrast, fixed rate burst-by-burst adaptive
systems, which sacrifice a guaranteed bit error rate (BER)
performance for the sake of maintaining a fixed data throughput,
are more amenable to employment in the context of low-delay
interactive speech and video communications systems. The
above burst-by-burst adaptive principles can also be extended to
adaptive orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (AOFDM)
schemes [1], [10], and to adaptive joint-detection based code
division multiple access (ACDMA) arrangements [11].

OFDM was first proposed by Chang in 1966 [12], and revived
by Cimini’s often-cited paper [13]; but it was developed to its
full potential in the late 1990s, when a whole host of contribu-
tions appeared, for example, in [14]. Other developments were
due to Rohlinget al.[20] at the University of Hamburg; Huberet
al. at Erlangen University [19]; Meyret al. [15], [16] at Aachen
University; Jones, Wilkinson, and Barton in the U.K. [17], [18];
and di Benedetto and Mandarini at the University of Rome [21],
to name just a few of the key contributors. Further significant
advances over more benign, slowly varying dispersive Gaussian
fixed links are due to Chow, Cioffi, and Bingham [23] from the
U.S., where OFDM or, equivalently, discrete multitone (DMT)
modulation became the dominant solution for asymmetric dig-
ital subscriber loop (ADSL) applications, potentially up to a bit
rate of 8 Mb/s. In Europe, OFDM has been favored for both
digital audio broadcasting (DAB) and digital video broadcasting
[27], [28] (DVB), as well as for high-rate wireless asynchronous
transfer mode (WATM) systems due to its ability to combat the
effects of highly dispersive channels [29]. The notion of adap-
tive bit allocation in the context of OFDM was proposed as early
as 1989 by Kalet [22], which was further developed by Chowet
al. [23], and was refined for duplex wireless links, for example,
in [1] and [10]. Finally, various OFDM-based speech and video
systems were proposed in [25] and [26]. The co-channel inter-
ference sensitivity of OFDM can be mitigated with the aid of
multiple antenna assisted reception techniques [32]–[34].

Against this background, in this paper we propose a
burst-by-burst adaptive 7-kHz bandwidth audio transceiver
scheme, based on turbo-coded multimode constant throughput
OFDM. The rationale behind proposing this system was
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the multimode adaptive OFDM transceiver.

that nonadaptive OFDM was also a contender [30] for the
Pan-European Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
[31] (UMTS), and hence it was beneficial to explore the
potential of a substantially enhanced turbo coded fixed-rate
AOFDM wide-band audio arrangement. First, OFDM pro-
vides a powerful framework for exploiting both the time- and
frequency-domain channel properties by adapting the bit-allo-
cation to subcarriers, as we will demonstrate below. Second,
OFDM is amenable to powerful soft-decision based turbo
coding [24], [26], [46]. Third, although our adaptive transceiver
requires a programmable-rate speech or audio codec, to date
only a limited number of such codecs has been proposed in
the literature. Specific examples are the lower-quality 4 kHz
bandwidth—i.e., narrow-band—advanced multirate (AMR)
speech codec [36], which was designed for UMTS, and the
higher-quality 7 kHz bandwidth PictureTel codec, which is the
potential candidate for the new ITU-T G.722.1 audio-coding
standard [35]. The recommended bit rates are 24 kb/s and
32 kb/s, but the codec can also be programmed for other bit
rates, which we will capitalize on in the proposed system.

We will show that the AOFDM bit rate can be adaptively con-
trolled inaneffort to find the best compromise in terms of loading
the AOFDM subcarriers more heavily, and hence to increase the
available throughput bit rate for maintaining a higher speech
coding rate and higher speech quality, while maintaining also a
high robustness against transmission errors. A further tradeoff
is that although the more heavily loaded, higher-throughput
AOFDM modem is more vulnerable against transmission errors
due to using more corrupted subcarriers, the longer turbo inter-
leaving improves the turbo codec’s performance.

The proposed AOFDM system is constituted by two adapta-
tion loops, namely an inner constant throughput transmission
regime, and an outer switching control regime, which jointly
maintain the required target bit rate of the system, while em-
ploying a set of distinct operating modes. This system was con-
trived, in order to highlight the system design aspects of joint
burst-by-burst adaptive modulation, channel coding, and source
coding. The paper is structured as follows. Section II provides
a brief system overview, listing also our experimental condi-
tions, which is followed by Section III, detailing the philos-
ophy of our constant throughput burst-by-burst adaptive OFDM
modem. Section IV investigates the multimode modem adapta-

tion regime proposed, leading to a discussion on the adaptive
audio source codec employed in Section V. Our system perfor-
mance results are summarized in Section VI along with our fu-
ture research endeavors.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The structure of the proposed adaptive OFDM transceiver
is depicted in Fig. 1. The top half of the diagram is the
transmitter section, which consists of the source and channel
encoders, a channel interleaver for decorrelating the channel’s
frequency-domain fading, an adaptive modulator, a multiplexer
adding signalling information to the transmitted data, and
an inverse fast Fourier transform/radio frequency (IFFT/RF)
OFDM stage. The receiver section, seen at the lower half of the
graph, consists of an RF/FFT OFDM receiver, a demultiplexer
extracting the signalling information, an adaptive demodulator,
a deinterleaver/channel decoder, and the source decoder. The
parameter adaptation linking the receiver and transmitter chain
of the transceiver consists of a channel quality estimator and the
mode selection, as well as the modulation adaptation blocks.

The open-loop control structure of the adaptation algorithms
can be observed in the figure, where the local receiver’s opera-
tion is controlled by the signalling information that is contained
in the received OFDM symbol, while the channel quality infor-
mation estimated by the local receiver is employed, in order to
determine the parameter set to be employed by the local trans-
mitter for the next timeslot on the reverse link. This requires
channel reciprocity. If the uplink and downlink channel’s fre-
quency domain transfer functions are different, the system has
to invoke closed-loop control. Explicitly, instead of the modem
modes of the received OFDM subcarriers, the OFDM symbol
has to carry the receiver’s perception of the required modem
modes to be used by the remote transmitter in order to main-
tain the target BPS of the receiver. In this case, however, the
channel quality estimates will be associated with twice as high
an estimation latency, as in case of the above open-loop con-
trol regime. The two distinct adaptation loops distinguished by
the dotted and dashed lines are the inner and outer adaptation
regimes, respectively. The outer adaptation loop controls the
overall throughput of the system, so that a fixed-delay decoding
of the received data packets becomes possible. This controls the
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TABLE I
OFDM PARAMETERS OF THEPROPOSEDADAPTIVE SYSTEM

packet size of the channel codec, the block length of the channel
encoder and interleaver, as well as the target throughput of the
inner adaptation loop. The operation of the AOFDM modulator,
controlled by the inner loop, is transparent to the rest of the
system. The operation of the adaptation loops is described in
more detail below.

A. System Parameters

The transmission parameters have been adopted from the
TDD-mode of the Pan-European UMTS system [31], having a
carrier frequency of 1.9 GHz and a TDD-frame and time slot
duration of 4.615 ms and 288s, respectively. In the envisaged
slot-by-slot TDD mode, each uplink (UL) time slot is followed
by a downlink (DL) time slot and vice versa. The sampling
rate is assumed to be 3.78 MHz, leading to a 1024-subcarrier
OFDM symbol, having a cyclic extension of 64 samples in
each time slot. In order to assist in the spectral shaping of
the OFDM signal, there are a total of 96 virtual subcarriers at
the bandwidth boundaries. Table I gives an overview of the
transmission parameters employed for this system.

The 7-kHz bandwidth PictureTel audio codec, which is the
potential candidate for the new ITU-T G.722.1 audio coding
standard [35], has been chosen for this system due to its good
audio quality, robustness to packet dropping, and adjustable bit
rate, which will be discussed in more depth below. A drawback
of this audio codec is its relatively high overall encoding/de-
coding delay which totals about 60 ms. Hence, our objective
was to minimize the delay inflicted by the other system compo-
nents. As a result, we decided to assign each audio frame to a
single AOFDM time slot.

The channel encoder/interleaver combination is a convolu-
tional constituent coding based turbo encoder [42] employing
block interleavers with a subsequent pseudorandom channel
interleaver of a dimension identical to the number of OFDM
subcarriers. The constituent recursive systematic convolutional
(RSC) encoders are of constraint length 3, with octally repre-
sented generator polynomials of (7,5) and eight iterations are
performed at the decoder, utilizing the so-called maximuma
posteriori (MAP) algorithm [43] and the so-called log-likeli-
hood ratio (LLR) soft inputs provided by the demodulator.

The channel model consists of a four path COST 207 typ-
ical urban channel impulse response (CIR) [44], where each
impulse is subjected to independent Rayleigh fading having a
normalized Doppler frequency of , corresponding to
a pedestrian scenario with a walking speed of 3 mph or, equiv-
alently, 4.8 kph. The impact of a higher speed of motion on the

system performance will be alluded to at the end of Section IV.
The unfaded CIR and the amplitude of the corresponding fre-
quency domain channel transfer function are shown in Fig. 2.
The gray shaded areas in Fig. 2(b) represent the virtual subcar-
riers, where it should be noted that according to the conventions
of the -point discrete Fourier transform (DFT) the subcarrier
index 0 denotes the center frequency and increasing positive fre-
quencies are found at indices , whereas negative
frequencies are associated with indices ,
and represents the DFT length.

III. CONSTANT THROUGHPUTADAPTIVE MODULATION

The constant throughput AOFDM algorithm attempts to al-
locate the required number of bits for transmission to the spe-
cific OFDM subcarriers exhibiting a low BER due to their unat-
tenuated spectral envelope in Fig. 2(b), while the use of high
BER subcarriers is minimized. We assume an open-loop adap-
tive system, basing the decision concerning the next transmitted
OFDM symbol’s modulation scheme allocation on the channel
transfer function estimate gained at the reception of the most
recent OFDM symbol by the receiver. Subband adaptive modu-
lation [1], [10] where the modulation scheme is adapted not on
a subcarrier-by-subcarrier basis but for blocks of adjacent sub-
carriers, is employed in order to simplify the AOFDM modem
mode signalling requirements.

If the CIR varies slowly compared to the OFDM
symbol duration, then the Fourier transform of the
CIR can be defined, and the data symbols transmitted in the
subcarriers are exposed to the frequency-do-
main fading determined by the instantaneous channel transfer
function .

The allocation of bits to subcarriers is based on the estimated
frequency domain channel transfer function . On the basis
of this and the overall signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the local
SNR of each subcarrier can be calculated as .
The predicted BER of each subcarrier and for each
of the possible modulation modes can now be
computed and summed over the subcarriers in subband, in
order to determine the expected number of bit errors for each
subband and for each modulation mode, which is given by

for all subcarrier indices in subband . In our case, four
modulation modes are employed for , which are
“no transmission,” BPSK, QPSK, and 16-QAM, respectively.
Clearly, , and the other bit error probabilities can
be evaluated using the Gaussian-function [45]. The number
of bits transmitted in subband, when using modulation mode

, is denoted by .
The bit allocation regime operates iteratively, allocating bits

to subcarriers by choosing that specific subcarriers for transmit-
ting the next bit to be assigned for transmission, which increases
the system’s BER by the smallest amount. In other words, the
bits to be transmitted are allocated consecutively, commencing
by assigning bits to the highest channel quality subcarriers, grad-
ually involving the lower channel quality carriers. This strategy
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Fig. 2. Channel model: (a) COST 207 channel impulse response (CIR) and (b) unfaded frequency domain channel transfer functionH(n). The grey shaded area
represents the virtual subcarriers.

is known as the so-called “greedy” approach, which is also the
basis for the often cited Hughes-Hartogs algorithm [53].

More explicitly, for each subband, a state variableis initial-
ized to 0, and then the subband index, for which the differential
BER increment due to assigning the
next bit to be transmitted is the lowest is found. The state vari-
able is incremented from 0, if it is not yet set to the index of
the highest order modulation mode, i.e., to 16 QAM. This search
for the lowest BER “cost” or BER penalty, when allocating ad-
ditional bits is repeated, until the total number of bits allocated
to the current OFDM symbol is equal to or higher than the target
number of bits to be transmitted. Clearly, the higher the target
number of bits to be transmitted by each OFDM symbol, the
higher the BER, since gradually lower and lower channel quality
subcarriers have to be involved.

The transmitter modulates the subcarriers using the specific
modulation modes indexed by the state variables, eventually
padding the data with dummy bits, in order to maintain the re-
quired constant data throughput. The specific modulation modes
chosen for the different subbands have to be signalled to the
receiver for demodulation. By contrast, in a closed-loop con-
trolled regime the receiver signals to the remote transmitter its
requested AOFDM modes, and hence it is aware of the modes
used. Alternatively, blind subband modem mode detection al-
gorithms can be employed at the receiver [46]. For the scope
of this paper, we assume 32 subbands of 32 subcarriers in each
1024-subcarrier OFDM symbol. Perfect channel estimation and
subband modem mode signalling were assumed.

A. Performance

Fig. 3 shows an example of the fixed throughput AOFDM
scheme’s performance under the channel conditions character-
ized above, for a block length of 578 coded bits. As a comparison,
the performance of a fixed BPSK modem transmitting the same
number of bits in the same channel, employing 578 out of 1024
subcarriers, is depicted. The number of bits per AOFDM symbol
is based on a 200-bit/20 ms useful data throughput, which
corresponds to a 10 kb/s data rate, padded with 89 bits which can
contain a check-sum for error detection and high-level AOFDM
mode signalling information, as well as half-rate channel coding.
Specifically, the signalling of the AOFDM mode assignment and

Fig. 3. FER and uncoded BER for fixed throughput adaptive and nonadaptive
modulation in the fading time dispersive channel of Fig. 2 for a block length of
578 coded bits per 1024 subcarriers for the system of Table I.

the bit rate mode in the context of the Switch-I and Switch-II
arrangements to be detailed in Section IV-A requires a strong
error protection invoking a code associated with a low coding
rate. In systems capitalizing on adaptive modulation, a mismatch
between the actual modulation mode and the mode employed
for demodulation is likely to severely increase the BER. Further-
more, an erroneous bit rate selection at the source decoder will
result in a severe distortion of the reconstructed audio signal.
The BER plotted in the figure is the hard-decision BER at the
receiver before channel decoding. It can be seen that the adaptive
modulation yields a significantly improved performance, which
is reflected also in the AOFDM symbol error rate (SER) or,
synonymously, the frame error rate (FER). This FER is the
probability of a decoded AOFDM symbol containing errors, in
which case it is unusable for the source decoder and hence it is
dropped. This error event can be detected by using the check-sum
of the AOFDM data symbol.

The modulation scheme allocation for the 578-bit AOFDM
modem for an average channel SNR of 5 dB is given in Fig. 4(a)
for 100 consecutive AOFDM symbols. The unused subbands
with indices 15 and 16 contain the virtual carriers, and there-
fore do not transmit any data. It can be seen that the adapta-
tion algorithm allocates data to the high-quality subcarriers on
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Fig. 4. Overview of modulation scheme allocation for the 578-bit fixed
throughput adaptive modem over the fading time-dispersive channel of Fig. 2
at 5 dB average channel SNR.

an AOFDM symbol-by-symbol basis, while keeping the total
number of bits per AOFDM symbol constant. As a compar-
ison, Fig. 4(b) shows the equivalent overview of the modulation
modes employed for the fixed bit rate of 1458 bits per AOFDM
symbol. It can be seen that in order to hit the throughput target,
hardly any subbands are in “no transmission” mode, and overall
higher order modulation modes have to be employed.

Fig. 5 shows the subcarrier SNR for the first transmitted
frame over the channel of Fig. 2 for a long-term SNR of 5 dB. It
can be seen that the subcarrier SNR experienced by the modem
varies significantly both across the overall AOFDM bandwidth,
as well as within the subbands, delineated by the dotted vertical
lines. The different-shade gray markers at the bottom of the
graph indicate the modem mode employed for each subband,
and the circular markers indicate the expected BER, averaged
over the subcarriers of each subband. Fig. 5(a) gives the modem
mode allocation and BER for the 10 kb/s mode, corresponding
to the first column of Fig. 4(a), while Fig. 5(b) depicts the same
information for the 32 kb/s mode, which corresponds to the first
column of Fig. 4(b). Although in Fig. 5 the average estimated
subband BER before turbo decoding seems to be unacceptably
high, the powerful turbo decoding results in a sufficiently low
FER and most importantly a breaking up of consecutive frame
errors, which are especially detrimental for the audio signal
reconstruction process in the source decoder.

IV. M ULTIMODE ADAPTATION

While the fixed throughput adaptive algorithm described
above copes well with the frequency-domain fading of the
channel, there is also a medium-term time-domain variation of

the overall channel capacity. Hence, in addition to the previously
proposed fixed-rate frequency-domain bit-allocation scheme,
in this section we propose the employment of a time-variant
bit rate scheme, in order to gauge its additional performance
potential benchmarked against the fixed-rate schemes. We will
then also contrive appropriate matching audio transceivers at a
later stage that are capable of delivering the required number
of audio bits. However, our experience demonstrated that it
was an arduous task to employ powerful block-based turbo
channel coding schemes in conjunction with variable throughput
adaptive schemes for real-time applications, such as voice or
video telephony. Nonetheless, a multimode adaptive system can
be designed that allows us to switch between a set of different
source—and channel coders as well as transmission parameters,
depending on the overall instantaneous channel quality. We have
investigated the employment of the estimated overall BER at the
output of the receiver, which is determined on the basis of the
sum of all the subband error contributions after modem
mode adaptation. On the basis of this expected input error rate of
the channel decoder, the FER must be estimated, and compared
to the expected FER of the other modem modes. Then, the mode
having the lowest FER is selected; and the source encoder, the
channel encoder, and the adaptive modem are set up accordingly.

We have defined four different operating modes, which
correspond to the uncoded audio data rates of 10, 16, 24, and
32 kb/s at the source encoder’s output. In conjunction with
half-rate channel coding and allowing for check-sum and
signalling overheads, the number of transmitted coded bits
per AOFDM symbol is 578, 722, 1058, and 1458 for the four
source-coded modes, respectively.

A. Mode Switching

Fig. 6 shows the observed FER for all four modes versus the
uncoded BER over the channel of Fig. 2(a) that was predicted at
the transmitter during the channel estimation and modem mode
adaptation. The predicted BER was discretized into intervals of
1%, and the FER was averaged over these intervals. It can be
seen that for estimated BER values below 5%, no frame errors
were observed for any of the modes. Interestingly, for higher
estimated BER values, the higher throughput modes exhibited
a lower FER than the lower throughput modes, which was con-
sistent with the turbo coder’s performance increase for longer
block lengths. An FER of 1% was observed for a 7% predicted
input BER for the 10 kb/s mode, while BERs of 8% to 9% were
allowed for the longer blocks.

In this paper, we assumed the best-case scenario of using
the measured FER statistics of Fig. 6 for the mode switching
algorithm. In this case, the FER corresponding to the predicted
overall BER values for the different modes are compared,
and the coded AOFDM mode with the lowest FER is chosen
for transmission. The mode switching sequence for the first
500 AOFDM symbols at 5 dB channel SNR over the channel
of Fig. 2(a) is depicted in Fig. 7. It can be seen that in this
segment of the sequence, 32 kb/s transmission is the most
frequently employed mode, followed by the 10 kb/s mode. The
intermediate modes are mostly transitory, as the improving or
deteriorating channel conditions render switching between the
10 and 32 kb/s modes necessary. This behavior is consistent
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Fig. 5. Subcarrier SNR versus subcarrier index for the first transmitted frame in the channel of Fig. 2 for a long-term SNR of 5 dB, with selected modem mode
and average estimated subband BER before turbo-decoding for the 32 subbands. The two subbands around carrier 512 contain virtual carriers. (a) 10 kb/s mode
and (b) 32 kb/s mode.

Fig. 6. Frame error rate versus the predicted uncoded BER for 10, 16, 24, and
32 kb/s modes.

with the relative frequencies (Rel. Fr.) experienced and logged
in Table I, for the system configuration denoted by “Switch-I,”
where the four available throughput modes—namely, 10, 16,
24, and 32 kb/s—have been employed in the context of the
bit rate selection scheme outlined in Section IV. By contrast,
the “Switch-II” configuration disabled the 10 kb/s mode. The
impact of this on the system’s performance, specifically on the
quality of the reconstructed audio signal, will be discussed in
Section VI. Before we embark on a brief portrayal of the 7 kHz
bandwidth audio codec, let us briefly comment on the impact
of an increasing speed of motion on the system’s performance.
Specifically, the degree of correlation between the channel
transfer function estimated at the receiver—which is the basis
for the modulation mode assignment to be employed by the
local transmitter in the next time slot on the reverse link—and
the channel transfer function actually incurred by an AOFDM
symbol during transmission on the reverse link decreases. This
reduces the performance gain of adaptive modulation.

Fig. 7. Mode switching pattern at 5 dB channel SNR over the COST 207
channel of Fig. 2(b).

V. THE PICTURETEL CODEC

In recent years, speech coding research has been focused
on coding kHz bandwidth, rather than kHz bandwidth,
speech signals in an effort to increase the perceived speech
quality [37]–[40]. The challenge in this context has been the
encoding of the speech spectral components above 3.4 kHz,
which on average account for less than 1% of the speech energy,
yet they substantially influence the perceived speech quality. A
plausible approach is to separate these two bands using subband
coding, which allows the designer to independently control the
number of bits allocated to them. A more refined approach
is to invoke frequency-domain coding techniques, such as
transform coding [35], [40] which allows a more intelligent,
finely grained distribution of the available coding bits to the
most important audio signal frequencies. Furthermore, the bit
rate can be adaptively controlled in an effort to find the best
compromise in terms of loading the AOFDM subcarriers more
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TABLE II
FER AND RELATIVE FREQUENCY OFDIFFERENT BITRATES IN THE FIXED BIT RATE- AND IN THE BURST-BY-BURST SWITCHING

SCHEMES(SUCCESSFULLYTRANSMITTED FRAMES) FOR AN SNROF 5 dB

heavily in order to increase the available bit rate for maintaining
a higher speech coding rate and higher speech quality, while
maintaining also a high robustness against transmission errors.

The current 32 kb/s G.722 ITU-T standard wide-band speech
codec [41] is becoming antiquated, and the PictureTel trans-
form coder (PTC) is the potential candidate for the new ITU-T
G.722.1 wide-band audio coding standard [35]. It is based on
the so-called modulated lapped transform (MLT) [50], followed
by a quantization stage using a perceptually motivated psychoa-
coustic quantization model and Huffman coding for encoding
the residual frequency domain coefficients.

At its input, the PTC expects frames of 320 pulse code mod-
ulated (PCM) audio samples, obtained by sampling the audio
signal at a frequency of 16 kHz with a quantizer resolution of
14, 15, or 16 bits. Furthermore, the input samples are assumed
to contain frequency components up to 7 kHz. The PictureTel
standard proposal recommends operating the codec at output
bit rates of 24 or 32 kb/s, generating output frame lengths of
480 or 640 bits per 20 ms, respectively, for which the codec was
optimized. Due to its programmability, other bit rates are also
feasible, a feature which we capitalized on in the context of the
10 and 16 kb/s system modes. The total delay encountered by
an audio frame, when passing through the codec (consisting of
encoder and decoder), is estimated to be on the order of about
60 ms, which is a result of the time domain frame overlapping
technique associated with the MLT and the computational delay
inherent in the codec.

Since the PTC employs Huffman coding for encoding the
frequency domain coefficients, the decoding is very sensitive
to bit errors. Hence, a single bit error can render the whole
audio frame undecodable. The PTC’s standard reaction to such
a frame error is simply to repeat the previous frame of MLT
coefficients, as long as this event occurs relatively rarely. For
consecutive frame errors, the output signal is gradually muted
after decoding the first erroneous frame. For further details con-
cerning the PictureTel Transform Codec, the interested reader is
referred to [35].

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

Our discussions related to the associated system design trade-
offs and the impact of an automatic bit rate selection scheme on
the audio quality of the system will be mainly based on measure-
ments performed around channel SNR values of 5 dB over the
channel model of Fig. 2(a), since for very low SNRs of around 0

dB, the frame dropping rate is excessive, yielding an unaccept-
able audio quality. By contrast, for high channel SNRs around
10 dB, the FER is too low to enable us to illustrate the tradeoffs
between the audio quality and FER effectively. An estimate of
the average quality of the reconstructed audio signal is provided
by audio segmental SNR calculations, which provide an approx-
imate measure of the subjectively perceived audio quality [52].

A. Frame Error Results

The basic tradeoff between the system’s throughput and audio
frame dropping-rate is illustrated for the 5 dB channel SNR sce-
nario with the aid of our four fixed bit rate modes in Table II.
The second column reflects for each bit rate the associated frame
dropping rate that we will encounter.

As expected, by increasing the required AOFDM throughput
bit rate, the FER will also increase, since a high proportion of re-
duced-quality AOFDM subcarriers has to be used for conveying
the increased number of audio bits, although the performance
of the turbo channel codec improves due to its increased inter-
leaver depth. Experiments have shown that an FER of around
5% in conjunction with the 16 kb/s fixed bit rate mode is still
sufficiently low, in order to provide a perceptually acceptable
audio quality. In the third to sixth columns of Table II, the rel-
ative frequency of encountering error-free audio frames for the
different audio bit rates is portrayed. Observe furthermore in the
table that the same performance figures were also summarized
for the two variable bit rate transmission arrangements denoted
by Switch-I and Switch-II which are based on the four fixed
bit rate schemes. These arrangements invoked a system philos-
ophy controlling the audio source codec and channel codec on
a time-variant basis, in order to take the channel quality fluctu-
ations into account, as will be highlighted below.

Specifically, both of our experimental switching regimes,
namely Switch-I and Switch-II, employed the same switching
algorithm, as described in Section IV-A, with the only differ-
ence being that Switch-I incorporated in addition to the two
standard bit rates of 24 and 32 kb/s proposed by the PictureTel
company a 10 and 16 kb/s mode, with the intention of lowering
the FER further due to the more modest “loading” of the OFDM
symbols. For these switching schemes, the 5 dB SNR-related
results in Table II underline that, for example, in comparison
to the 16 kb/s fixed-rate mode, the system throughput was
substantially improved, conveying (11.59 48.20) % of the
audio frames in the 24 and 32 kb/s mode, rather than in the
16 kb/s mode, while maintaining the same FER of 5.58%, as the
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TABLE III
FER AND RELATIVE FREQUENCY OFDIFFERENT BIT RATES IN THE SWITCH-II SCHEME (SUCCESSFULLYTRANSMITTED FRAMES) FOR

CHANNEL SNRsOF 0, 5,AND 10 dB

16 kb/s mode. Although exhibiting a slightly lower FER, the
Switch-I arrangement was shown to produce an audio quality
inferior to that of the Switch-II arrangement. This was due to
the employment of the 10 kb/s bit rate mode in the Switch-I
arrangement, which produced a relatively low subjective audio
quality. In this context, it is interesting to see that although the
Switch-I arrangement assigns about 22% percent of all frames
to the 10 kb/s transmission mode, the FER was increased only
by about 1.1%, when disabling this subjectively low-quality
but error resilient mode in the Switch-II arrangement. This is
an indication of the conservative decision regime of our bit rate
selector. The relative frequency of invoking the different bit
rates in conjunction with the Switch-II arrangement has been
evaluated additionally for channel SNRs of 0 dB and 10 dB,
which characterizes the operation of the bit rate selector once
again. The associated results are presented in Table III, which
become plausible in the light of our previous discussions.

B. Audio Segmental SNR Performance and Discussions

In addition to our previous results, Fig. 8 displays the
cumulative density function (CDF) of the segmental SNR
(SEGSNR) of consecutive ms duration audio segments
obtained from the reconstructed signal of an audio test signal at
the output of the PTC decoder for the schemes described above.
These CDF’s were recorded at a channel SNR of 5 dB over
the channel model of Fig. 2(a). The step-function like CDF
discontinuity at an SEGSNR ofdB corresponds to the frame
dropping rate of the associated transmission scheme, which was
summarized in Table III for the various systems. As expected,
for any given SEGSNR value, it is desirable to maintain as low
a proportion of the audio frames’ SEGSNRs below a given
abscissa value as possible. Hence, we concluded that the best
SEGSNR CDF was attributable to the Switch-II scheme, while
the worst to the fixed 10 kb/s arrangement, as suggested before.
In the range of high audio SEGSNRs, the preference order of
the various fixed bit rate schemes followed our expectations,
i.e., the fixed-rate 32 kb/s scheme performed best in SEGSNR
terms, when neglecting frame drops. The tradeoff was that
due to its high audio bit rate of 32 kb/s, the scheme exhibited
the inherently highest SEGSNR. Moreover, due to its high
throughput requirement, this scheme was forced to invoke
a substantial proportion of partially impaired, low-quality
AOFDM subcarriers, which often resulted in corrupted and
dropped audio frames. Since the fixed 10 kb/s scheme exhibited
the lowest audio SEGSNR performance, this scheme was
excluded from the Switch-II arrangement. However, FERs
in excess of 10% resulted in distinctively audible artifacts,
which—despite their high error-free SEGSNRs—virtually

Fig. 8. Typical CDF of the segmental sound SNR of a reconstructed audio
signal transmitted over the fading time dispersive channel.

rendered the fixed-rate 24 and 32 kb/s modes unacceptable.
Hence, our proposed switching scheme—Switch-II—which is
based on the16, 24,and32 kb/s bit rates, achieved at medium
SNRs the best compromise between average error-free audio
quality and frame dropping rate, which has been verified by our
informal listening tests. By allowing the system to temporarily
reduce its throughput from32 kb/s to24 and16 kb/s, we were
able to avoid dropping corrupted32 kbps coded audio frames,
which was unavoidable in the context of the fixed-rate32 kbps
scheme.

As outlined in Section IV-A, the mode switching algorithm
operates on the basis of statistically evaluated experimental re-
sults for the prediction of the FER. A robust, channel-inde-
pendent switching regime operating on the basis of the turbo
coder’s quality perceptions can overcome this dependence. Fur-
thermore, a target-FER driven switching scheme instead of the
minimal-FER algorithm employed for this series of experiments
will be investigated in the future. Our further research will also
consider the employment of a multiuser AOFDM audio system.
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